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LAPHANO : A PO MUL’IXGROUP PHOTON-PRODUCTION MATRIX

AND SOURCE CODE FOR ENDF

by

Donald J. Dudziak, Robert E. Seamen, and Dante V. Susco

ABSTRACT

The LAPHANO code is a revision of the LAPH code and is intended to be
an interim PO version of a more general P4 code, LAPHAN. Photon-production

cross-section data are retrieved from the ENDF Filea 12 through 15, processed
into specified photon and neutron energy groups, and combined as necessary to
produce photon-production matrices. These can be either microscopic or macro-
scopic matrices for mixtures of materials. Also, spatially dependent photon-

production source vectors can optionally be calculated from the macroscopic
matrices. Production crose sections are averaged over neutron fine groups
and then collapsed into a given broad-group structure using input weighting
functions. Multiple zones can be accommodated with separate weighting func-
tions for each zone. A code package including the FORTRAN-IV source deck,
a sample problem input and output, and an INDEX (cross reference) listing
are available from the Radiation Shielding Information Center at the Oak

Ridge National Laboratory. The code is presently operational on CDC 6600,
CDC 7600, IBM 360, and UNIVAC 1108 computers.

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Photon-production data for several materials
1

now exist in the revised ENDF format. To process

these data into multigroup form for transport calcu-

lation, the LAPH code2 had to be updated to accom-

modate the revised formets and procedures. During

this revision process, specifications were formu-

lated for a code, LAPHAN, which would process the

photon-production angular distribution data in ENDF,

with provision for matrices up to P4. Before ex-

tending the basic LAPH code structure to higher-

order Legendre moments, a P. capability was provided

to satiafy immediste needs for processing ENDF data

into photon-production matrices. Providing this

capability resulted in the LAFHANO code, which not

only operates on the revised format but also has

many improvements in the calculationel algorithms.

These improvements decrease running time and provide

greater accuracy.

This report is intended primarily to serve as

a user’s manual for LAPHANO. It relies on the LAPH

code reportz for detailed discussions of the theory

and operation. “Also, the reader must be familiar
1

with the ENDF system formats and procedures for

photon-production data.

The LAPHANO code is currently operational on

the CDC 6600 and 7600 computers at the Loa Alamos

Scientific Laboratory, the IBM 360 computer at the

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), and the UNIVAC

1108 computer at Gulf Radiation Technology Corpora-

tion.
4

It has been successfully used to process all

photon data presently extant in the ENDF system

(eleven materials as of September 1971). Appendix

A is a sample problem input and output for aluminum.

Test problems with the new code were run on nitrogen

and oxygen, using an 18 by 22 photon-neutron multi-

group energy structure devised by Straker at ORNL.

Straker5 compared the test problem results with his

photon-production matrices derived previously from

both ENDF and non-ENDF sources. Agreement was excel-

lent between matrices produced by LAPHANO and other

means. Additional comparisons have been made with



hand calculations at various laboratories, provid-

ing further confidence in the code theory and

algorithms.

A code pachge identified as PSR-20B/LAPHAN0

is available from the Radiation Shielding Informa-

tion Center. See the Code Abstract in Appendix B

for details concerning requesta for the code

package.

Section 11 below lists the major modifications

made to LAPH, excluding those pertaining solely to

the changes in dsta format. Detailed input instruc-

tions for I.APHANO are given in Sec. III, although

these differ very little from those in the LAPH

report.

11. MODIFICATIONS TO LAPH ALGORITHMS

Major modifications in transforming from MPH

to LAPHANO, excluding changes due strictly to revi-

sions of the data formats and procedures, include:

a. The PR15 subroutine was extensively re-

vised to process the new ENDF Files 12 through

15 and to renormalize to unity all interpo-

lated continuous photon-energy distributions

from File 15. Also, integration routines were

modified to allow any interpolation scheme be-

tween tabulated pointa that is allowed by ENDF

procedures.

b. In anticipation of the completion of

LAPHAN, a new input data format allOws frOm p.

to P4 weighting functions for the neutron fine

~=OUpS, as well as up to P4 components Of the

neutron-flux vectors.

c. The mesh for all numerical integrations

over neutron energy hes been changed to the

neutron mesh in File 3 for the total cross sec-

tion (MT = 1) . This has considerably simpli-

fied the MESH subroutine. Requirements in the

new Format and Procedures Manual that the en-

ergy mesh of any partial cross section must be

a eubset of the total cross-section energy

mesh has made this simplification possible.

Aleo, the procedures for photon-production

files require that the data for photon yields,

production cross sectione, and angular and

energy distributions have no more structure in

neutron energy than the cross sections in File

III.

3. Both the size and contents of the array

containing the neutron energy mesh are printed

on the output listing (see Appendix A).

d. Under the option to compute photon produc-

tion for all reaction types which have photon-

production data given (the flag MT = -l), a

new algorithm has been added to the PHOTON sub-

routine. The set of MT numbers ie obtained by

the PHOTON subroutine from the index in File 1,

thereby saving significant central processor

and peripheral processor time. The aet is then

written on the output listing.

e. Additional secondary overlays have been

constructed by dividing the subroutines called

by the LAPH subroutine into two separate over-

lays, thereby saving central memory locations.

This allows the code to continue operating

within 133k8 in spite of expansion of array

sizes necessitated by the current ENDF proce-

dures. Labeled COMMON was of necessity shuf-

fled to accommodate the new overlay structure.

Also, buffer lengths have been reduced to gain

needed storage.

f. The sign of the input parameter NCC is

sensed in subroutine PR15. If NCC > 0, the

card count information in File 1 ie used to

skip rapidly to Files 12 through 14. This

avoids using excessive peripheral processor

time while searching for the photon-production

data files. If the index in File 1 la incor-

rect, as would be the case if one had an

abridged tape with Files 2 through 7 removed,

then NCC < 0, and the tape la searched until

the photon-production data are located.

LNPUT INSTRUCTIONS

A. Background

Input to LAPHANO is essentially the same as

for LAPH, with two minor exceptions. For complete-

ness, however, the ins’:ructiona are repeated here

in full.

Input ie generally in the DTF-IV format aystem,6

with the exception of the title and parameter cards

at the beginning of the data. The DTF-IV system

consists of a basic 12-column field, but the first

three columns are reserved for a control flag, and

I

.
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the remaining nine columns are a data field. There

are seven possible controls in the first column of

the three-column subfield as follows:

O or blank =

1=

2=

3=

4=

5=

9=

normal input; the nine columns for
data are read in normal FORTRAN E, F,
or I format.

repeat; the number in the data field
is repeated the number of times speci-
fied by the integer NN in the second
and third columns of the control field.

interpolate; the number of interpo-
late, NN, apeci.fied in the second and
third columns of the control field are
placed between the number in the data
field and the number in the succeeding
data field.

terminate; enda the data block--each
data block must have this flag at the
end.

fill remainder of data block with the
number in the data field.

repeat the number in the data field
10*NN times, where ~ is the number in

the second and third columns of the
control field.

skip to next card.

Whether the data in the data field are integer or

real is indicated by the first letter of the block

name in the usual FORTRAN tradition.

A problem regarding terminology arises for

LAPHANO when using DTF-IV input along with ENDF in-

put, because the term material has a different mean-

ing in each case. No completely satisfactory reso-

lution was found, and the term material in DTF-IV

has been replaced by the term nuclide. Also depart-

ing from DTF usage, “nuclide” does not include a

mixture of nuclides. In LAPHANO, the term material

is used strictly in the sense of a MAT in the ENDF

system.

Units for input should

Energy:
Number density:

Flux :
Length:

be as follows:

eV
atoms fb–cm
n/cm2-sec
cm

The code has many error triggers that will

lead to a call to the subroutine ERROR. The type

of error encountered will be identified on the out-

put listing by an error number. A brief descrip-

tion of this error can then be found in the comment

card in ERROR for the corresponding error number

(see listing of the code in the code package).

B. Input Data Format

Data blocks are given in Table I in order of

input, preceded by the corresponding variable name

in LAPHANO. For the parameter table, the location

(order) of the parameter is given first.

c. Changes from LAFH Input

An attempt has been made to minimize the changea

to the LAPH input yet make the input form consistent

with that being used for the MPHAN code, which is

still under development. Only two changes have been

required:

1. The first parameter, NGG, has been used as

the flag for a new option to read an abridged

ENDF data set, i.e., one with Files 2 through

7 removed. The use of an abridged tape is

specified by placing a minus sign before the

value of NGG.

2. Field 4 of the integer parameters card is

now a parameter IQA, the order of Legendre ex-

pansion. It ia a provision for LAPHAN and

must alwaye be zero for LAPHANO. All integer

parameter previously in Fields 4 through 12

in the LAPH input, i.e. , Ii31 through 100, are

simply shifted one field to the right. Thue,

100 now goes in the first field of a second

integer parameter card.

For detailed discussions of the symbols and

terminology used in Table I, especially the options
2

on Tracks A, B, 1, and 2, refer to the LAPH report.

D. Array Size Restrictions

TO keep the code operable on computers with

small-size memories, restrictions must be placed on

array sizes. The restrictions are presently as

follows:

NFG ~ 99
NBG ~ 99
N(YJ ~ kg
Em < 10

m-z 100
Ms ~ 50

IQA = O

E. Computer Requirements and Running Times

The code requires no special hardware or soft–

ware but does use one magnetic tape, viz. , Tape 20,

which is the ENDF data tape in Mode 3 (BCD card-

image format in standard arrangement). Several

scratch files on disk, extended core storage, or

other peripheral storage device are also used. The

3



TABLE I

INPUT DATA FORMAT

A. Title Card (16,11A6): Any integer for problem identification, and any BCD in-
formation for identification of output.

B. Integer Parameter (1216):

Location

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Name

~NGG

NFG

NBG

IQA

12M

IM

MS

MCR

Mn

NM

IRES

IWO

100

Number of gamma groups ia lNGG\. A minus sign before the WC parem-

eter is a flag indicating that an abridged ENOF tape is being used.

Number of neutron fine groups.

Number of neutron broad groupa.

= O for LAYHANO. Order of the Legendre expansion of the photon-

production matrices and source vectors.

Number of zonea.

Number of intervals.

Number of mixture apeci.fications (= length of mix tables).

Number of nuclides for which distinct fine-group croaa sections
and/or weighting functions are input.

Number of reaction types, MT (= length of MTN table).

Total number of nuclides plus mixtures.

Spatial resonance weighting option to be used? 0/1 = nolyea. (O -

Track A, 1 = Track B.)

= O, photon effective average energy for each group ia input
(Track 1).

= 1, photon energy weighting function is yield function (Track 2).

= O, print [Ug,n]i,j for each nuclide i and zone j, and

xA~j[dg,n]i,j ,
,,

the macroscopic matricea for each zone j. Punch the matrices in

FIDO and DTF-lV format.

= 1, print all of Option O plus the source vector

xCA ~ j[ug,n]ij [’$]m ,
9 ,

i

at each spatial point m. Note that m determines j.

= 2, print all of Option 1, and punch the DTF-IV input source carda
(cf. diacuasion of DTF-IV option in Ref. 2).

= 3, print only the matrix

z A
i,j ‘Ug,n]f, j

i

for each zone j, along with the source vector

xCA izj[ag,n]i,j ‘$]m .
J.

= 4, print all of Option 3 and punch the DTF input source cards.

4



TABLE I (continued)

z

.

= 5, same aa output Option O, but in standard interface file ISOT.XS
form. a

= 10, same as 100 = O, substituting the energy-production matrices

[~g,nli,j, etc.

= 11, same as 100 = 1, substituting the energy-production matrices

[dg,nli,j, etc.

= 12, same as 100 = 2, substituting the energy-production matrices

[Gg,nli,j, etc.

= 13, same as 100 = 3, substituting the energy-production matrices
[dg,n]f,j, etc.

= 14, same as 100 = 4, substituting the energy-production matrices
[5g,n]i,j$ ‘tc”

= 15, same as 100 = 5, substituting the energy-production matrices
[6 a
g,nli,j~ ‘tc.

= 20, do both Options O and 10 (i.e., print both photon-production
and photon-energy-production matricea).

= 21, do both Options 1 and 11.

= 22, “ “ “ 2 and 12.

= 23, “ “ “ 3 and 13.

= 24, “ “ “ 4 and 14.

= 25, “ “ “ 5 and 15.a

(Note: The 2X series of output options requires an inalgnificant addition to the
central processor time compared to the X or 1X series.)

c. Data Blocks (DTF-IV system): Dimension of variable is given if it is predetermined.

Name and
Dimension

c(l) Renormalization constant for [$].

NMAT(IZM) Number of nuclldes in each zone for which photon-production cross sec-
tions are desired.

NNN(2*MCR) Nuclide sequence numbers (for mix table) and corresponding material
(MAT) numbers, in successive palra.

MZT(MCR) For each MAT number in the NNM block, MZT ia the number of values of
MT to be entered in the next (MTN) block. A useful check ia that

MCR

E
MZT(I) = MM.

I=1

MTN (MM) MT numbers for each MAT number given in the NNM block. MT = -1 means
uae all MT numbers for which photon-production data exist in Files 12
and 13. MT = O means calculate no photon-production matricea for this
material.

If, and only if, IVKl= O, the following data block appeara:

EG (NGG) Effective average energy, ~g, for each photon group. _(Same for all
materials and reaction types. Code checks that Eg ~ Eg ~ Eg+l. )

ENG(I+2G+1) Photon group energy mesh, in decreasing magnitude of energy.

llfNF(NFG+l) Neutron fine-group energy mesh, in decreasing magnitude of energy.

EMNG(NBG+l) Neutron broad-group energy mesh, in decreasing magnitude of energy.

aThis output option not yet available in the version of LAPHANO currently (1971)
at the RSIC.



TABLE I (continued)

One set of the following six data blocks for each zone. Each block is
by a title card in 12A6 format.

[
LOOP
ON
ZONES
[IZM]

1

LOOP
GN MAT’s
[NMAT(IZM)]

1

RXSC (NFG)ab

RXSF(NFG)ab

sxsc(NFG)b

SXSF (NFG)b

RW(NFG)ab

SW(NFG)

preceded

sections.

a-title card in 12A6 format.

Fine-group resonance fission croaa sections,
~~8,r, starting at toP grOup- Firat card ia
a title card in 12A6 format.

Fine-group smooth (including un~e olved reso-
$zss, startingnance) capture cross sections, U

at top group. First card is a title card in
12A6 format.

Fine-group smooth (including unr_~~&d reso-

nance) fission cross sections, U? , starting
at top group. First card is a t~tle card in
12A6 format.

Fine-group resonance weighting functions for
the zone, starting at top group. First card

is a title card in 12A6 format.

Fine-group smooth (flux) weighting functions
for the zone, starting at top group. First
card is a title card in 12A6 format.

The following six data blocks are identical to their homologous blocks in DTF-IV.
In fact, for many LAPRANO problems, they will be identical to those for the DTF-IV
problem used to compute the neutron flux vectors.

R(IM+l) Radii of the spatial mesh points.

MA(lM) Zone numbers for each interval.

MZ(IZM) Mixture number in each zone.

MB (MS) Mixture numbers for mix table.

MC(MS) Mix command: Specification of nuclides in the mixtures.

XMD(MS) Mix density of the nuclide in the mixtures.

Las tlY, the data block for the neutron flux vectors ap pears in a format exactly
like that used for DTF-IV flux dumps; it is deleted if 100 = O, 5, 10, 15, 201
or 25.

PHI(IM,NBG) Normalized neutron fluxes by columns (i.e., by mesh interval and then
by neutron broad groups).

a
If IRES = 1, these should be entered even for nonresonance materials. In such

case, any numbers may be used to fill the fields.

.-

,

bDelete this data block if ZRES = O.

6
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CDC 6600 central processor time required for a prob-

lem with three regions, six materials, ten mesh

points, 11 photon groups, and 26 neutron groups, in-

cluding calculation of both photon-production ma-

trices and photon source vectors was approximately

3 min. A simple problem to produce a microscopic

matrix for one material, using 18 photon groups and

22 neutron fine and broad groups, required approxi-

mately 1 min of CDC 6600 central processor time or

18 sec of CDC 7600 central processor time.

F. Sample Problem

Most of the usage of the LAPH and LAPHANO codes

to date has involved calculation of microscopic ma-

trices for a single material per run. Thus, the

sample problem chosen for this document was such a

case, using aluminum (ENDF MAT number 511). A sim-

ple group structure (three photon groups, four neu-

tron fine groups, and two neutron broad groups), as

well as simple fine-group weighting, was selected

for illustrative purposes. The reaction types for

which photon-production matrices were computed in-

clude MT = 28 (n,n~p), which has a continuum gamma-

ray energy distribution, along with MT = 103 (n,p),

which has only discrete gamma rays. Yield weight-

ing of the gamma-ray energy (IWO = 1) was chosen

for the energy-production matrices.

For a more complicated sample problem involv-

ing three regions and six nuclides, refer to Sec.

111.E of the LAPH report.
2
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE PROBLEM INPUT

81271 SAMPLE PRoBLEM-AL (MAT=511)0 MICRO MATRIx9 4 FINE GRPSe
3 4 .? o 1 1 2

20
1 2 2 0

1.0 3

13
1 5113
23

?8 1033

DJD TITLE

1 PARAMS1
PARAMS2

3.0 E+7 7.0 E*6 3.0 E+6
1.7

5.0 E+43
E*7 9.0 E+6 6.0 E+6

1.7
4.0 E*6 1.0

E+7 6.0 E+6
E*63

1.0 E*63
FINE GROUP wEIGHTING FOH SAMPLE PROBLEM WITH 4 FINE GROUPS* 2 BRoAD.

1.0 102 0.5 1.0 3
0.0 1.0

~ Sw
.

c
NMAT

NNM
MZT
MTN
EMG

EMNF
EMNB

13
23

102 23
0 13

0.0 1.0 3

!J
PIZ
M8
Mc

MD

7
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APPENDLX B

CODE ABSTRACT

1. NAME OF CODE

LAPHANO: A PO Multigroup Photon Production Ma-

trix and Source Vector Code for ENDF Data. (This

code replaces the LAPH code. 1,

AUXILIARY ROUTINES

Data should be preprocessed with the CHECRER
2

code
3

and the VIXEN code to eliminate errors in

format syntax and physical consistency.

2. CONTRIBUTOR

University of California
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Theoretical Division
Post Office Box 1663
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544

3. COD ING LANGUAGE AND CONPU’TER

FORTRAN IV; CDC 6600 and CDC 7600. (IBM 360

and UNIVAC 1108 versions are also available.)

4. NATURE OF PROBLEM SOLVEO

L4PHAN0 retrieves photon production cross sec-

tions or multiplicities and corresponding neutron

interaction cross sections from the ENDF dsta file,

aPPlies suitable weighting functions over G speci–

fied photon groups and N specified neutron broad

groups, and constructs a G x N photon production

matrix (microscopic and/or macroscopic). As an

option, it operates on this matrix with flux vec-

tors from a neutronics code, as well ae with sca-

lar multipliers such as atom number densities and

effective photon group energies, to directly pro-

vide spatially dependent photon source vectors

(number or energy) for transport calculations.

Multiple zones can be accommodated, with separate

cross–section weighting functions for each zone.

Input is in the DTF–IV format and source vector

output is also in this format, allowing direct

coupling to DTF-IV. Complete freedom is allowed

to pick those materials and reaction types for

which photon production matrices are desired.

5. METHOD OF SOLUTION

LAPHANO first constructs photon production

cross sections, pointwise in neutron and photon

energy, from the ENDF data. These cross sections

are then integrated over photon energy groups with

either constant or direct energy weighting. After

integrating over neutron energy in all neutron fine

groups, weighting in neutron broad groups is by in-

put fine-group weighting functions, usually the

scalar fluxes from a fine-group neutronics calcula-

tion. Macroscopic photon production matrices and

photon energy production matrices are then computed

by scalar multiplication. Photon source vectors

are computed by operating on these matrices with

spatially dependent neutron flux vectors.

6. RESTRICTIONS OR LIMITATIONS

The microscopic pointwise data must be in ENDF

format. The code is presently restricted to 99

fine or broad groups, 49 photon groups, and 50

mixture specifications.

7. TYPICAL RUNNING TIME

The central processgr time on the CDC 6600 for

a sample problem to produce a microscopic matrix

for one material (oxygen) using 18 photon groups

and 22 neutron fine and broad groups is approxi-

mately one minute. The same problem on the CDC

7600 executes in approximately 18 seconds.

8. COMPUTER HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

(a) CDC 6600 and 7600:
65 ‘lo

words of memory;

(b) one magnetic tape--the ENDF data tape is desig-

nated as Tape 20. All other tapes are virtual

tapes on disk, extended core storage, or other

peripheral storage device.

9. COMPUTER SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

The code runs under the CDC SCOPE 3.1.2 System

(locally modified) for the CDC 6600 and under the

LASL CROS System for the CDC 7600.

10. CONTENTS OF CODE PACXAGE

The package contains the following items:

a. the code user’s manual

c.

the

- .==... “.. U,qj.,c LAG .dpe WLLU Ln~ IOllOWIIIg Illes:

(1) a card-image copy of the BCD source deck

(2) the sample problem input in BCD card image

(3) the sample problem output

(4) an INDEX (cross reference) listing of the
source deck.

a reel of magnetic tape with the ENDF data for

sample problem.
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11. HOW TO OBTAIN PACKAGE

Inquiries or requests for the code package may

be mailed to:

CODES COORDINATOR
Radiation Shielding Information Center
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Post Office Box X
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830,

or telephoned to:

Area Code 615, 485-8611, Extension 36944,

or

FTS 615-483-6944.

Persons requesting the package should send two

reels of magnetic tape to the above address.
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(1971) .
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